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Moon Bed
Teleport your little one to a magical dreamland in this 
crescent shaped baby bed. The highly detailed bed 
also provides a beautiful focal point for the nursery that 
accommodates it.

563 1172

1418
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Baby Court
A large, safe baby bed to rest your little one after a long 
day of being cute. The baby court is suitable for infants 
and toddlers alike with ample space for sleeping and the 
occasional playtime.

1290 690

900
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Changing Unit
An ergonomically designed item that provides the 
ultimate comfort for a slightly uncomfortable task. This unit 
also acts as storage for sanitary items for quick access 
when changing diapers.

973

1200 691
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Rocking Chair
Rock your little one to sleep with no effort at all on this 
chair. An extremely comfortable armchair to calm down 
both you and your child, so when your little one falls 
asleep the chair is all yours.

615 961

981
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Trippy
Children grow up so fast, although their clothes cannot 
grow with them the Trippy can! You can skip the hassle 
with the trippy, a multipurpose adjustable high chair that 
also performs as a ladder

455 485

780
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Baby Cage
Raising your little one can be a bit of a handful and more 
often than not, time for yourself can be hard to come by. 
The baby cage allows you that free time, put your child 
in a controlled, secure space they can play in while you 
work.

17201790

820
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Toddler’s Chair
Allow your little one more independence with the toddler’s 
chair. This gives them the confidence to comfortably sit 
by themselves when they start going to public places like 
school

320 360

660
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Toddler’s Tower
A ladder specially made with solid wood to allow your 
little one be more independent. The toddlers’ tower helps 
them get to those hard to reach places safely and with 
ease.

450 450

910
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